Mommy, where do dances come from?
Peter Durham
(Trahaearn ap Ieuan)

Arbeau’s Orchesography (1589) - Branle Double
Facsimile of original

Visit http://www.peterdur.com/kwds2007/proceedings/Survey-of-European-Dance-Sources.htm for more
information about all these sources

Translation by Mary Stuart Evans with notes by Julia Sutton

Playford’s English Dancing Master (1651) - Gathering Peascods
Facsimile of original

The Old Measures—The Black Alman
Facsimile of music for the Black Alman from RCM 1119
Comparative transcription from each of the sources:

Burgundian Basses Danse manuscripts—Alenchon
The top illustration shows a page from the Brussels manuscript; the lower dance is Alenchon. The lower illustration shows Toulouze’s version of the same dance.

Caroso, Negri, and Contemporaries—Contentezza d’Amore
Here’s the description of the dance in Caroso’s Nobilta di Dame:

This is the translation by Julia Sutton of the first three sections:
Stand opposite each other holding both hands, as shown in the figure, and make a long Reverence in time to
the music, with two breve continences. Then do two reprises, two falling jumps, and one breve sequence to the
left; repeat to the other side. At the end, the gentleman drops the lady's right hand, in the usual courteous
manner, and both make a Reverence as before, beginning everything with the left foot, and then with the right
foot.
In the second playing, progress together holding hands (not as before, when the lady progressed first, and the
gentleman afterwards, for I say that to dance it thus was quite wrong). You must, then, do two dreve stopped
stepps together, with two semibreve steps and one breve sequence, beginning with the left foot; repeat to the
other side, both the stopped steps as well as the other movements, beginning with the right foot. After this,
turn to face towards each other at the other end of the ballroom, without dropping hands, and do two grave
falling jumps, each in one beat, and three quick [falling jumps], in the time of two beats, beginning with the
left foot. At the end do two breve continences, one with the left foot and the other with the right.
In the third playing, progress by doing the same passage to the other side, beginning with the right foot, and
returning to the place where you began the dance.

Domenico and Students—Mercantia
Left is part of the
music and text for
Mercantia from
Cornazano.
Right is the music,
from the Guglielmo
Ebreo ms. in Paris.

My translation below is based on a transcription of the text from Ebreo ms.
First do eleven tempi all four together, & the woman goes with one man, & the other two together: the woman
should be with the couple in front & they stop. Next the men at the back should separate with six riprese
sideways, the one going to the left hand and the other to the right. Next the woman does a half turn to the left
hand. The man her parner goes forward with three doppii starting on the left foot, and the woman comes to
remain with the other two men in a triangle. And next the man that is to the right departs with two sempii and
one doppio starting on the left foot, & comes to touch the hand of the woman, and then turns to the right hand
with two sempii & a doppio, starting on the right, and returns to his place, where he was. Next his partner that
is to the left hand does the same. And note that the woman should do a volta tonda to turn, when the first man
comes to touch her hand. And she should do this same to the second man. Next the top man should do a half
turn to the right side. & then the menat the bottom take hands and do two singles & a double with the right
foot in front, & change their places. Next that man which is at the top departs with two tempi of saltarello
beginning with the left and finishing on the right. And he goes next to the woman. And then the woman turns
toward the man, and the man touches her hand with a reverence on the left. And next the same man goes to
the left hand of the woman. & he comes to take the man that is on the right hand with two singles and a
double beginning on the right. And he who was on the left hand comes to take the woman with these same
steps, and he remains with the woman.

Banys (Gresley) dances —Esperans
At top, the music for Esperans and Bayonn from John Banys’s notebook; below, the instructions for Esperans.
This transcription of the text is from David Fallows’ article in the RMA Research Chronicle.
Esperans de tribus: Trace. All the 6 singlis with a trett. Then the fyrst man goo compas till he come behend,
whil the medyll retrett thre, and the last 3 singlis, and the medil 3 singlis, levyng the last on the left hand, and
the last 3 retrettes. Thus the medill endyth before the last in the meddist and the ferst behynd. Thus daunce 3
tymes, calling every man as he standdith.
After the end of the trace, the ferst 3 furth outward turnying ayen his face. Then the last contur hym, and the
medill to the fyrste; and then the first to his place.
Then the last to the medyll and the medyll to the last mans
place.
The first and last chance place whil the medyll tornyth.
Al at onys retrett 3 bake. Bak al at ons.
Then the first turne whill the last turne in (in) his own place.
Then al togeder thre furth.

